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In 2021, a premier software and systems solution company Codice, was looking  
for a cloud platform that could host their flagship healthcare cost reporting application.  
This hosting platform needed to be unique, addressing compliance with the Health Insurance  
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) standards, and be HITRUST-certified within 
Amazon Web Services (AWS). The platform also needed to be readily available and adaptive to  
Codice-specific technology and security control requirements.

APPROACH & SOLUTION

Ventech Solutions - QurCloud™  
As an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner with extensive experience within the public and  
private healthcare industry, Ventech Solutions was a perfect match for Codice. QurCloud™ is a  
new innovative cloud platform designed by Ventech Solutions to address the stringent security 
standards of the healthcare landscape and aid organizations in accelerating their time to deliver  
by offering pre-configured healthcare security services. Ventech Solutions was excited by the  
opportunity to join Codice in their effort.

After discussing the requirements and objectives of CelerKost™ (software built by Codice that  
required secure hosting), Ventech Solutions determined QurCloud would be the ideal solution  
for Codice. The benefit of QurCloud is its extensive security and managed service features.  
QurCloud has out-of-the-box services that give Codice the flexibility to change their security  
and deployment controls as their software changes. The QurCloud platform also has state-of-the 
art reporting that gives Codice application performance and security visibility that other platforms 
do not have.

A Healthcare Cloud Platform That Delivers
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HIPAA AND HITRUST
HIPAA and HITRUST-certified platforms are critical requirements for healthcare technology  
software servicers like Codice. Without obtaining a platform certification, products like CelerKost 
cannot be used by some clients.

QurCloud is HIPAA and HITRUST-certified, resides in AWS and leverages many of the AWS  
services, as well as today’s leading security, identity management and reporting products. The 
benefit to Codice is a low-cost, minimal-effort approach of incorporating the necessary services 
and functionality to satisfy HIPAA and HITRUST requirements.  

RESULTS & BENEFITS

Based on the project’s aggressive timeline and security requirements, QurCloud was the ideal  
solution for Codice. Ventech Solutions provided a thorough demonstration of the QurCloud  
platform and how it would address the needs of Codice and their CelerKost application. Once a  
contract was ratified between both parties, Ventech Solutions provided Codice their security  
environment to begin development within two weeks. 

This case study is one of many success stories that QurCloud brings to healthcare clients. Ventech 
Solutions is committed to making QurCloud the premiere platform for a rapidly changing healthcare 
technology world.

Codice: https://codicetech.com/
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